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Appearing below are excerpts from a recent interview with Cmdr. Pablo Monsanto of the
Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity (URNG). Monsanto was interviewed in Managua
by Pensamiento Proprio. [Pensamiento Proprio is a publication of the Regional Coordination
for Economic and Social Research of Central America and the Caribbean-CRIES, Managua.
The interview appeared in a 10/05/88 report by CRIES.] PP: Does the URNG seek to overthrow
the government of President Vinicio Cerezo, or could you support certain reforms affecting
the most recalcitrant sectors of the oligarchy and the armed forces? Monsanto: The URNG
has never proposed overthrowing Cerezo's government. We have said we would not oppose
measures destined to benefit the popular sectors. But our actions are not directed at supporting
[Cerezo's government], because we are not in complete agreement with his programs, and are
even less agreeable when they lack any type of reformist measures. We are...combatting the
forces representing backwardness, obscurantism, repression, terror, massacres, because they
continue to hold power. These forces tie the president's hands, and do not permit him to develop
any program, nor the most minimal reformist action that would benefit our people. Cerezo's
attempt at tax reform, for instance, was immediately rejected by the most powerful economic
sectors, obligating the government to backtrack and accept a series of compromises. PP: In terms
of regional politics, is there something Cerezo should be recognized for? Monsanto: The politics, in
quotes, of neutrality, designed by the previous military governments, has as its principal objective
the isolation of the revolutionary movement. This provides benefits for the region because it
contributes to support of the [August 1987] Esquipulas accords, and prevents direct intervention
by US troops in Nicaragua. However, [the government's neutrality policy] basically responds to
the necessity of precluding whatever possibility of direct external support for the URNG. PP: What
are the URNG's minimum conditions toward reaching an understanding with Cerezo? Monsanto:
When we began making proposals to the government we said we would not disarm and halt the
fighting as long as the causes which led to the birth of our movement have not disappeared. But
the URNG has become more flexible...We understand that 40 to 50 years would be necessary
to resolve the present situation, even within the context of a revolutionary process. Thus, we
demand only the establishment of minimum baselines at present which guarantee that we could
proceed in the direction of realizing fundamental structural change. One of minimal conditions is
the establishment of a genuine, rather than formal, democracy. One cannot speak of democracy
[in Guatemala] simply because a congress and a Supreme Court of Justice exist. In Guatemala
today, only a militarized democracy exists. This was our objective when we proposed a national
dialogue several months before Esquipulas II. We said that a national dialogue must create a great
alliance...of all political, social, religious, nationalist, democratic, revolutionary and progressive
sectors in general. Our participation in the dialogue would be only one additional factor in the
whole. We must elaborate a new model of development which brings the country out of the crisis
of the last 34 years. PP: What real possibilities does the URNG have in participating in a dialogue
with the government, or in a national dialogue? Monsanto: We believe that only through dialogue
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with the government can we arrive at agreements which facilitate a peaceful environment in which
a national dialogue could proceed. But the government refused to dialogue with the URNG. The
armed forces are concerned about our participation in a national dialogue, since they fear that the
popular sectors would welcome our support. If this dialogue develops without the participation
of the revolutionary forces, and genuine representation by the popular sectors, the displaced,
the more than 100,000 refugees, there will be no positive results for the country. In addition, we
suggested to the National Reconciliation Commission that the Civil Self-Defense Patrols should
also be represented. The potential for all of this depends on the political space that the army
and the government are willing to concede. PP: The URNG supports, then, a negotiated political
solution to the conflict? Monsanto: We have spoken on this point on several occasions. A political
solution would necessarily bring about the demilitarization of the country. At present, even the
justice system has been militarized: there are 32 army officers on the Supreme Court. In the
countryside, the army forced more than a million peasants to participate in armed patrols, which
they call the Voluntary Committee of Civil Self-Defense. This militarization does not permit the
population to freely participate in the democratic process. Next, one cannot speak of democracy
in a country where human rights are constantly violated, where paramilitary groups assassinate
trade union leaders, peasants and students. PP: Meanwhile, Cerezo claims that democracy exists.
He emphasizes the strikes that have taken place since he took office. Monsanto: He calls it the
"music of democracy." But it seems that he does not like this "music," because he has become
one of the principal obstacles. Cerezo presides over a destabilized government, pressured by the
army and the private sector, and in complete confrontation with the majority of the people. It
is a government whose democracy is not yet grounded on a popular base. The only support for
Cerezo's government is the United States...[T]he country's reactionary forces seek to maintain
the appearance of democratic institutionality only as part of its counterinsurgency project... PP:
Despite what happened last May...when army units arrived at the gates of the capital? Monsanto:
The coup was real...[W]e speak of a "dry run" coup since its purpose was to impose on Cerezo a
series of compromisos which he is faithfully fulfilling. He expelled Prensa Latina and Tass, agreed
to refuse dialogue with us, to back off on commitments made to workers, and to drop his tax plans
for private enterprise. Devised by the country's most powerful economic sectors, the coup was not
precisely intended to do away with Cerezo's presidency, but rather to guarantee the existence of
the status quo. PP: After the meeting in Costa Rica with the National Reconciliation Commission
in August, the Commission declared that the URNG should be included in any future national
dialogue. Are all members of the Commission in agreement on this participation? Monsanto:
That's the way it is. Even Col. Gordillo acknowledged our impact on the army by pointing out
the number of casualties we have caused. He spoke of the need for an end to war, because it not
only produces death, but also psychological, moral, and social traumas which are very difficult to
resolve in the short term. Many former members of the army and security forces become criminals...
Col. Gordillo mentioned these developments as his principal concerns. PP: What type of political
relationship does the URNG have with its popular base...? Monsanto: We have a great respect for
the popular democratic movement, which is independent of the URNG's political revolutionary
movement. They have their own organization, methods, objectives. As a political organization, we
have companeros who are clandestinely representing us within that movement. Although they
do not lead this movement, we can say that we influence it. PP: What is the URNG's perspective
on Fr. Giron's peasant movement? His formula of government purchase of land from private
owners to later be distributed to peasants? Monsanto: This formula was invented by the Cerezo
government to avoid responsibility for implementing an agrarian reform. Cerezo mobilized Fr.
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Giron to organize this movement around the struggle for land... It is clear that Cerezo is behind
Giron. At present, however, Giron's organization does not correspond to Cerezo's interests, nor
to those of Giron. Peasant organizations supported Giron to obtain certain benefits and in the
process they have surpassed the limits delineated by Giron and Cerezo. PP: What is the URNG's
perspective on parties such as Maria Solorzano's social democracy which recently emerged from the
underground and decided to participate in elections? Monsanto: They continue participating in this
process. Publicly, we have said that these parties wasted an opportunity within the context of the
new situation brought about by Cerezo's government. They could have engaged in struggle for the
genuine interests of the people, i.e., presenting themselves as democratic parties rather than mere
"electoreros" parties. Real democratic parties actively stimulate and encourage struggles which tend
to strengthen the popular democratic movement. Instead, because of fear, these parties tend to close
up political spaces, cease support for the masses, and become isolated. They seek links with the
masses only during election campaigns. PP: Is the URNG prepared to abandon the armed struggle if
the rules of the [political] game are changed? Monsanto: Precisely for this reason we have presented
the need for a political solution to the domestic armed conflict. The army is opposed to our offer,
arguing that the conflict must be resolved militarily. If they haven't accomplished military victory
in 27 years, much less at present, it is because we are militarily stronger. We have asserted that a
political solution must be sought because the social and economic costs of the war are very high.
The only persons becoming wealthy in this situation are a few millionaire generals involved in arms
purchasing, or kickbacks from large military budgets. PP: [You are not advocating] a revolutionary
or socialist regime, then? Monsanto: No, we do not speak of this. The URNG does not postulate a
revolutionary government, but rather the participation of the revolutionary forces in a new type
of governing power, conceived jointly with the progressive, nationalist and genuinely democratic
forces. The people believed in the possibility of change with the Cerezo government, but after two
and a half years these hopes have been frustrated. They are convinced that the only solution is
a process such as we have proposed. PP: In El Salvador the FMLN-FDR goes to the negotiations
table as power facing power. Can the URNG aspire to this type of relationship? Monsanto: We
count on a great moral and political force, and the enormous confidence of our people. This is our
principal support. We are not grounded on the present military prowess of the URNG, but rather
the real support of our people that has permitted us to survive for 27 years. If this support does not
openly manifest at present, it is because of militarization and terror. In different circumstances, the
people would openly demonstrate support for our program. PP: To what extent did the Guatemalan
government fulfill the Esquipulas II accords? Monsanto: The government did not fulfill the accords
because the army and rightist groups were opposed to them. The army is always opposed because
it wishes to obscure the domestic armed conflict. In fact, behind the facade of this government's
democratic image [since the accords], the war against the population has escalated.

-- End --
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